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ABSTRACT
Solid&ate XPS spectra of selected D+--Ar-Amolecular
systems bearing a pyridinium,
pyrylium or thiapyrylium fragment as the acceptor (A) and the dialkylamino group as
the common donor (D’) are presented and analyzed on the basis of CNDO/S-CI equivalent-core computations for model compounds. The acceptor characteristics of the pyridinium, pyrylium and thiapyrylium substituents are compared to those of the nitro
group in p-nitroaniline. Clearly resolved, intense shake-up excitations (” 20% of the main
peak intensity) are associated with N 1s donor ionization in the pyrylium and thiapyrylium
derivatives, whereas heteroatomic ionization in the acceptor group yields shake-up
intensities of 20-30%.
Unlike the ca6e for p-nitroaniline, however, the response of the
valence electrons to ionization provides little screening of the core hole, leading to
relatively intense satellites well separated from the main peaks. Also, the orbitals of
interest appear sufficiently shielded due to steric factors so as to inhibit core-hole-induced
intermolecular interactions. Heteroatomic binding-energy differences (ABE) in accordance with experiment are extracted from charge-potential calculations. Analysis of the
intra- and inter-molecular contributions to the relative chemical shifts shows ABE to be a
sensitive function of the ion/counter-ion pairing scheme.

INTRODUCTION

Considerable attention has recently been given to the origin of the intense
multipeak structure observed in the core-hole spectra of organic D-AI-A
molecules in both the gas phase and solid state [l-17].
Numerous recent
studies have attributed such intense satellite features or multipeak structure
to D + A- valence-orbital x* + n excitations accompanying creation of
the core hole [2-171.
Both the intensity and separation of the satellites
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from the main peak have been shown to be a sensitive function of orbital
localization.
In the case of vapor-phase
N Is core-hole ionization of the
p-nitroaniline
nitro group, for example, shake-up states appear within
- 1.0 eV of the primary ionization
[12-141.
In addition, Domcke and
co-workers
[lO,ll]
have pointed out similarities between the origin of the
multipeak
core-hole spectra of p-nitroaniline
and the dynamic screening
of adsorbate core holes by charge transfer from the substrate.
The purpose of this work is to extend our study of D+ -Ar--A- core-hole
spectra to include compounds
where the acceptor moiety is defined by an
extended conjugated system containing a carbon skeleton with a heteroatom
as an XPS probe. The systems under study can be compared with NJdialkylamino-p-nitroaniline
where the nitro group is replaced with a pyridinium, pyrylium or thiapyrylium
fragment. These substituents
constitute
closed-she12 cations, and as such are strong electron acceptors. In particular,
we examine the condensed-phase
XPS spectra (see Fig. 1) of (1) trans-l\rmethyl-4(4’climethylaminostyryl)pyridinium
methylsulfate
(DASP/CH,SOi),
(2) 2,6diphenyL4(4’diethylaminophenyl)pyrylium
tetrafluoroborate
(DPD
EAPP/BF,),
and (3) 2,6diphenyL4(4’diethylaminophenyl)
thiapyrylium
tetrafluoroborate
(DPDEAPT/BFJ.
The results of CNDO/S-CI
equivalent-core
computations
for DASP and
a model DPDEAPP compound permit both the acceptor and donor broad/
multipeak
heteroatomic
core-hole spectra shown in Fig. 1 to be resolved
into primary ionization
and shake-up contributions.
Explicit counterion
contributions
to the molecular potential yield relative binding-energy
differences in accordance with experiment.

EXPERIMENTAL

XPS measurements
were conducted using an AEI ESBOOB photoelectron
spectrometer
(normal operating pressure - 10-s torr). Photoelectron
spectra
of DASP/CHsSO,
were accumulated
using an unfiltered
Mg Ka source
@w = 1253.7eV),
whereas spectra of DPDEAPP/BF,
and DPDEAPT/BF;
were obtained
using an unfiltered
Al Ka! source (ho = 1486.7eV).
All
samples were mounted
in powder form directly onto the probe tip by
means of double-sided tape.

COMPUTATIONAL

Explicit computations
for the core-hole species and accompanying
corehole-excited
states for the molecules of interest here are likely to be not
only very costly, but quite sensitive to truncation
of the basis set. With
these difficulties
in mind we rely on suitable approximations
to examine
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Fig. 1. XPS spectra of DASP/CHaSOi, DPDEAPP/BF;
01s and DPDEAPT Cls spectra were not recorded in detail. The number of scans, S, and
the multichannel-analyzer scale factor SF are given opposite the pyrylium and thiapyrylium spectra (S/SF).

the nature of the perturbations to the valence-orbital manifold due to the
creation of a localized core hole. Quantum chemical computations were,
therefore, performed within the closed-shell CNDO/S-CI framework [ 18,191
using the Nishimoto-Mataga approximation to the two-center electronelectron interaction integrals [20]. The equivalentcore approximation
[21,22] was used to simulate the effects of selected core holes by replacing
the atom to be ionized (atomic number 2) by the next highest atom in
the periodic table (2’ = 2 + 1) and performing calculations of the originally
closed-shell system as a closed-shell system with charge one unit greater.
Depending on whether the counterion is included, the net charge on the
resulting initial species will be zero (cation plus counterion)or + le (cation).The
CNDO/S method has been parametrized specifically to yield neutral-molecule
excitation energies of first-row conjugated organic systems (2 < 10) within
a limited configuration-interaction space, and we expect this technique,
subject to the equivalentcore constraint, to be also well-suited to describe
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charge-relaxation
effects due to the creation of a localized core hole. Previous
applications
of this approach,
with emphasis on large organic systems,
support this viewpoint
[ 9,13-171.
Although the excited states of our
partly relaxed hole-state (2 + 1) calculation remain classified in terms of
singlet and triplet parentage, we rely on establishing an equivalence between
the average configuration
energy for the states of interest calculated within
the (2 + 1) description and the corresponding
average configuration
energy
of the actual ionic system in order that the calculated values be appropriate
to the final hole-state species. A limited-configuration-interaction
calculation
between the 60 lowest-energy
singly excited configurations
was performed
to indicate the “purity” of the final ionic states. In all cases considered it
was found that the final-state wavefunctions
of interest were composed
almost entirely of the simple one-electron
excitation
from the highest
occupied R molecular orbital (HOMO) to the lowest unoccupied R molecular
orbital (LUMO).
In terms of the initial iv-electron
closed-shell molecule, an electronic
excitation from orbital r#+to orbital #j leads to one-electron singlet and triplet
configurations
having energies [ 231 given by
‘E”ijl(N) = Ejl - et - Jijr + 2Kijt

(la)

and
3#ij,(N)

= ej, - ei - Jlj,

(lb)

where Ei and ej, are the occupied and virtual Hartree-Fock
orbital energies,
and Jijt and Kij, are the Coulomb and exchange integrals, respectively.
Ionization of a core orbital C& leads to the (N - l)-electron,
l-spin, Koopmans’ core-hole doublet state 1(2E”o(k) = - ek ), the m, = l/2 component
being

2@o(k)= I #k&h

I

(2)

whereas valence-orbital
excitation in the presence of the core hole leads to
a 3-spin, two-holeqne-particle
(2h---lp) system from which two doublet
states and one quartet state arise [24,25],
the m, = l/2 components
of
which are
2G1 (k) = 2-“2

{I4k&#j~l - I@k4i$j~I)

(34

2@3(k) = 6-“2 {2I~~~i~j,l-lI~~i~j~I-I~k~i~j~I}

(3b)

4@(k) = 3-1’2 { lhz$&j~l + l#kk@ji,l + l&4i#j~l}

(3c)

2 a1 (k) is termed the “singlet’‘-coupled
doublet, whereas 2@3(k) is denoted
the “triplet’‘-coupled
doublet to reflect the relative projections
of the
valence-electron
spins [26]. Within the basis set of the unperturbed
mole-
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cule, 1\k” (N), the
124,271 by

(N - l)-electron

21Zhr(k)= [(Ejil -Jj,A)

2h-lp

- (Ci -CJik) -CTijf] +

energies are given (ek = 0)
2Kij,

-

1/2Kik + 1/2Kjlk

2E’&l(k) = [(Eji, - Jjtk) - (Ej - Jik) - Jijl] + 1/2Ki, + 3/2Kj,k
= [(Ejt - Jjrk) - (Ei - Jik) - Jijl] - Kik

4Eij,(k)

(4a)

(4b)
(4c)

where the terms have been arranged to provide maximum coincidence
with corresponding elements for the closed-shell system. Comparison of
eqns. (1) and (4) readily verifies that the valence-orbital excitation energies
for the closed-shell molecule can be significantly perturbed by the core
hole depending on the magnitude of the core-valence-electron
Coulomb
and exchange coupling. Selective interactions are dramatically demonstrated
in the case of p-nitroaniline
[10,13,14]. It should be emphasized that
the energy expressions of eqn. (4) are relative to the ground state. Although
Kik and Kj,k contribute equally in the expression for the total 2h-lp
energies, subtraction of lE”“(N’), which has no Kj,k contribution, causes
the core-valence exchange integrals to appear in the final terms with unequal coefficients. Kik and Kj,k do, however, appear with equal coefficients
in the 2h-lp energies derived from open-shell relaxed hole-state calculations
[28,29].
As noted previously [10,13,14], the terms in parentheses in eqn. (4)
can be viewed as electrostatic shifts of the neutral-molecule orbital eigenvalues due to the core hole. Although the (2 + l)equivalent-core approach
directly approximates Jirk and Jik by modifying the effective nuclear charge
of the center to be ionized [21,22], excitation energies are still rendered
in terms of singlet and triplet character. The excitation energies of the
(2 + 1) system can then be expressed as
‘E,j,(Z+

1) = [(ej, -Jj,k) - (ei -Jik)

-Jjj,] + 2Kij,

(54

1) = [(Ejt -Jjlk)

-Jij!]

(5b)

and
3E"ij,(Z

+

- (ei -Jik)

where ejf - Jjtk and Ei - Jik are approximations to the (2 + 1)-system
eigenvalues. Owing to the mixed valence spin character of the 2h-lp wavefunctions, we rely on establishing an equivalence between the average
configuration energies to extract meaningful 2h-lp
multiplet splittings
from the results of the (2 f 1) calculations. We assume, therefore, that
‘,‘E”$vG (2 i- 1) represents some partly relaxed (correlated) 2h-lp configuration. The average configuration energies from eqns. (4) and (5), where
A” is the quantity in square brackets, are
1’3E”~~ (2 + 1) = A” + 1/2Kij,

(3)
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“‘Et?

(k)

= A” + 1/2X,,, + 1/2Kj,

- 1/2Kik

(7)

Rather than assuming an equivalence between ‘13g$Jo(Z + 1) and ‘s4,f?tF(k)
as proposed originally [13,14], we now substitute into eqn. (7) only those
terms calculated directly, i.e., A” + 1/2Kij,. Combining eqns. (4), (6) and (7)
yields
2Z!jt(k)

= ‘p3EiF(Z

+ 1) + 3/2Kijt + 1/2Kj,k - 1/2Ki,

2E$t(k)

= 1*3E$I’G(Z + 1) - 1/2K,,

+ 3/2Kjrk + 1/2Kik

4iZ ii,(k)

= ‘v3EfiF(Z

- Kik

+ 1) - 1/2K,,

(8)
(9)
(10)

To maintain a direct connection
with the 2h-lp
basis set we elect to evaluate the exchange terms appearing in eqns. (8)~-(lo) on the basis of the
relative orbital locahzations
in the neutral molecule. K,,, is, of course,
the valence-valence
exchange
term evaluated
in the neutral-molecule
problem, whereas Kjtk , for example, is
K jfk

=

<

91.A1)@jd22)

IrYi

lGls(Wjr(1)

=

CT8Ci2,<xdW+i42)

Ir;:

>

Ixt(2)xdl)

>

(11)

where the term in brackets is confined to atomic orbit& x on the same
center, and Cl, and Cj, are the LCAO coefficients.
In accordance with our
earlier work, this term is given a value of - 1.2 eV [ 301. In the case of a
completely localized core hole,
Kjtk ‘v 1.2CiZ,

(12)

and
Kik 3 1.2c,z

(13)

In our original approach to establish a relationship which could be used
to extract reasonable ionic 2h-lp
multiplet energies from a(2 + 1) calculation [13,14],
we used the doublet-state
energies given by Domcke and
co-workers
[lo], which differ from those of the present study in the coenergy given by eqn. (4~).
efficients Kij, and Kik , and in the quartet-state
The present approximation,
eqns. (B)-(lO),
is based on a consistent definition of terms which yields 2h-lp
excitation
energies for p-nitroaniline
closely paralleling those of our earlier work [13,14].
Generally, 2E/j,(k)
is reduced by only several tenths of an eV, whereas ‘E&(k) is increased
by approximately
this amount. Values previously calculated for p-nitroaniline can, therefore,
be compared directly with the results of this study.
Furthermore,
our original interpretation
as to the origin of the differences
between the vapor- and condensed-phase
XPS spectra of p-nitroaniline
is
unchanged [ 13,141.
Shake-up intensities are given within the sudden approximation
in terms
of initial (N) and final-state (N - 1) determinantal
wavefunctions
[ 31,321
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21i’jl(k)= l<2~&(N -

1) IlV

(Al)>

(14)

12

Previous computational
studies of the heteroatomic
core-hole ionization of
large organic D” -ArK
systems have revealed that the primary source of
deviation from orthogonality
between 2\k&(N - 1) and ’ \kG (IV) is mixing
between the HOMO and LUMO levels, and that such mixing can lead to
relatively intense, low-energy, single-component
shake-up excitations [ 9-11,
13-171.
Rather than attempting
to calculate absolute values, we here
pursue a simplistic
approach
and rationalize
the experimental
satellite
features contained in Fig.1 in terms of relative intensities extracted from a
specific subset of orbit&
including the four highest occupied and the
LUMO 71 levels. Within this approach the exact expression for the relative
intensities
2$(k)/q)(k)

= l-+l$,(N(<2\k;(N-

is approximated

1)l’\kG(N)>12/
1) I’V(N)>I2

(15)

as

l<DZ”(if)lDN(7r)

>I2

(16)

where <Dz+’ (ii) jDN (T) > is the determinantal
overlap formed between
the selected subset of occupied orbitals, and <D$$‘(ii) I IIN
> is the
overlap formed by replacing an orbital #i in the occupied subset by the
LUMO level @j,. Owing to higher-lying
shake-up and shake-off processes,
7 and f may be considerably
less than unity [33-351.
For the purposes
of this analysis we assume flf = ii = 1.
Within our approximation,
‘I%(k) E 0 [34]. It is well known, however,
that “triplet’‘-coupled
doublet zxcitations
can gain intensity through secondary
interaction
with either the primary core-hole state or “singlet”coupled doublet excitations
[ 30,361. Owing to the relatively large shake-up
energies encountered
in this study, coupling between the relaxed 2h-lp
states and the primary core hole is assumed to be negligible. Furthermore,
assuming that the only significant coupling between spin manifolds is likely
to occur between excitations involving the same spatial orbit&, the matrix
element of interest becomes (within the basis set of the neutral molecule)
[271

<2~lfR+(Wl~12~~dP
In accordance
to

= 3/G&,

with the preceding

-G,z)

arguments,

the cross-coupling

(17)
term reduces
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H;9,3*(k)

z

1.039 (Clf -c;*>

where, again, C, and C, * represent the single valence-orbital
ficient of the ionized center. Using the relationship
H,$

(k) = A2&$(k)

(18)
LCAO coef(19)

as a criterion for efficient cross-coupling,
it is found that owing to the
delocalized nature of the orbit& of interest neither C,, or C,,, is of sufficient
magnitude to promote
a splitting likely to be resolvable experimentally.
Explicit computation
verifies this expectation,
and we therefore
neglect
interactions between spin manifolds.
Atomic coordinates
for the isolated molecules were derived from our
earlier work [ 15,37,38].
For DASP we considered only the tram configuration (planar 71 structure)
and an alternating
single-double-single
bond
linkage between aromatic chromophores,
of 1.46-1.34-1.46
A, respectively.
Since the basis-set requirements for DPDEAPP exceed our program limitations
we used 2,6-dimethyl-4(4’-dimethylaminophenyl)pyrylium
(DMDMAPP)
as a model electronic
system and considered
both a “quinoid”
and an
“aromatic” geometry [37,38] Also, since our version of CNDO/S is limited
to elements having 2 < 10 computations
for the corresponding
thiapyrylium
analog were not possible. Counterion
bonding effects were examined by
including an appropriate
counterion
(BFJ directly in the SCF procedure
[ 37,381.

RESULTS

AND DISCUSSION

DASP
Figure 2 and Table 1 show that according
to our computations
DASP can be grouped within the classification
of a D+ -Ar-Asystem,
with the dimethylaminophenyl
group (DAP) approximating
the D+ ---Ar
component
(HOMO localized on DAP at - 10.69eV)
and the remaining
pyridinium
fragment (Py) assuming the -A- character (LUMO localized
on Py at - 5.35eV). In the N-electron-system
ground state, the N-methylpyridinium
fragment withdraws (accepts) only 0.180e of charge from the
D+ -AI-groups, compared to 0.351e withdrawn
by the nitro group in
p-nitroaniline
(PNA) [14]. The large positive charge remaining on the
Py fragment is associated with the carbon centers, rather than the heteroatom [38] . In accordance
with the usual characterization
of D+ -AI-Asystems, HOMO + LUMO optical excitation occurs at relatively low energies
(lE”,,,+ (N) = 3.05eV), is strongly dipole-allowed
(f- l.O), and is accompanied by considerable
charge transfer from the D+ -Ar
moieties (A4 =
0.702e). In comparison,
charge-transfer
excitation
in PNA yields a Aq(D’
-Ar + N02) of 0.595e [39], indicating that while the nitro group has a
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from the indicated moieties concomitant with excitation. Energies are in electronvolts and the excitation energies include slight
depressions from the one-electron HOMO + LUMO values due to configuration interaction.
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Fig. 2. Schematic view from above molecular plane of initial and (2 i- 1) ionized DASP
HOMO and LUMO orbitals (eV). The orbital lobes are drawn proportional to the LCAO
coefficients.
stronger
influence on the ground-state
properties,
the Py substituent
is a
more efficient
excited-state
acceptor.
Cursory examinations
of explicit
counterion
bonding were conducted by including BF; directly in the computational scheme and calculating the structure as a supermolecule
[14,38].
Such counterion
bonding yielded negligible perturbations
to the intramolecular properties of current interest. The manifestations
of counter-ion bonding are considered in detail below.
Table 2 shows. that core-hole
ionization
of the acceptor pyridinium
nitrogen, NPy Is, yields two relatively intense shake-up states within 4.0eV
to HOMO
of the primary core-hole emission. 2 \k i (k) is clearly attributable
+ LUMO excitation,
whereas most of the intensity contained in the higheris derived from ground-state
correlation
lying ‘\ki (k)n* + 7~ excitation
effects
(see discussion in following
Section).
Two approximately
compensating differences
between the electronic structures of DASP and PNA
serve to rationalize the similar calculated shake-up energies for Nls acceptor
ionization
(2@&+(k)
= 1.36eV)
for PNA [14]. First, the LUMO level
of DASP is - 2.0eV lower in energy than that calculated for PNA, implying
that if 2h -1p interactions
were similar in the two systems the DASP shakeup energies would be much lower than those calculated for PNA. Second,
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TABLE 2
VARIOUS TERMS OF CHARGE-POTENTIAL MODEL DERIVED FROM ISOLATED
CATION USED TO ADDRESS CORE-HOLE BINDING-ENERGY DIFFERENCES
Acceptor

Donor
Term

DASP

DMDMAPP*

DASP

DMDMAPPa

Q?(e)
Q:(e)

-0.227

-0.173

-0.048

-0.169

+0.077

+ 0.087

+0.144

+0.196

E:(e)

+ 4.384

+5.712

+6.530

+ 6.590

ET(e)
J$c(eV)

+8.358

+ 9.275

+9.721

+8.166

-5.635

-4.902

-3.900

-5.168

a Values for DMDMAPP refer to the quinoid configuration.

delocalization
of the DASP LUMO acceptor orbital onto the carbon centers
surrounding the nitrogen atom yields Jnak (DASP) < Jnek (PNA). In the case
of acceptor
ionization
Jn*k 9 Jnk has been identified
as the primary
source for the strong stabilization of D+ -ArA-?r*
+ ‘ITsinglet excitations
relative to the neutral species [ 5,10,11,13-161.
Figure 2 also indicates that the 2h-lp
excitations do not provide additional screening directly to the site of ionization
as in the case of PNA
[14]. It is interesting to note, however, that valence-orbital
rearrangement
in response to the creation of the Ne,, 1s primary core hole is such that
80% of the core-hole charge is neutralized,
yielding relative carbon/nitrogen
charge-density
differences
similar to those for the N-electron
structure.
The shake-up states, therefore,
do significantly
enhance screening of the
relaxed core-hole-state
centers of greatest positive charge (Fig. 2), i.e., the
carbon centers adjacent to the ionized center.
NDAP1s donor ionization yields 28i(jz) = 3.927eV and 2#i(k) = 5.653eV
relative to 2go (k) = 0. The shift of the 2h-lp
8* + R excitations to higher
energy relative to the N-electron system is clearly attributable to Jmk > Jnek
for acceptor ionization. Owing to the relative orbital localizations, however,
these shifts are less severe than those calculated for PNA [ 141. Also, in
accordance
with our results for PNA, donor ionization is found to yield
only weak shake-up features.
Our resolution
of the broad, asymmetric
single-peak NDAsrls emission
is given in Fig. 3 assuming a binding-energy difference ABE,, between Npy 1s
and NDAP~S of 2.OeV, and f(N~~ls)/f(N~~~ls)
* 1.0. Manifestations
of
selective intra- and inter-molecular
(counterion)
contributions
which account
for ABE,, 3 2.0eV can be clearly defined in terms of the charge-potential
model including differential relaxation [ 30,40-421 :
ABE,,

=

KAQS + A~~ + aEaEL

(20)
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I

IIII

IIll

IllI

I

N(b)
H3,/43

Fig. 3. DASP Nls solid-state photoionization spectrum resolved into primary core-hole,
contributions, assuming an (N~~ls)-(N~&s)
binding*S’(k),
and shake-up, **h*(k),
energy difference of a 2.0eV.

where, relative to the N-electron configuration, AQ& is the difference in net
atomic charge, AZ: is the difference in molecular potential given by
Ax;

=k &

(21)

(Q%,i I.-;$ ,(Q$$i’)

(R being the interatomic separation), and K = 24.0eVe-’

for the CNDO/S
parametrization [ 141. The relaxation-energy contribution AEtEL represents
the average difference of the charge-potential terms calculated in the fields
of the N-electron (0) and relaxed (2 -I- 1) configurations (+) [41] ,i.e.,
AEtEL = 1/2[(KAQE + AZ;)

- (.KAQTj + AZ:)]

(22)

For the case of an ion pair, DASP-CHsSO, for example, the terms arising
from the molecular potential (AEli) can be divided into parts due only
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to the cation (C) (intramolecular)
centers:
Ax=P. = Az%c) + Az”@11
81
11

and anion

(A) (intermoleczhr)

charge
(23)

and

A?$”

Furthermore,
concomitant
tations, yields

(24)
the assumption of negligible polarization
of the anion charge
with the creation of the core hole, as reflected by our compu-

Azo;A’ = Az+fj”
For computational
ABE,,

(25)
convenience,

= 1/2[K(3AQ$

eqn. (20) can be rearranged

+ AQG) + 3AZ~/c’--

AZxc’]

in the form

+ AZ’!?’

(26)

The counterion
therefore
causes only an electrostatic
shift in ABE, calculated in the absence of the external charge center(s). Substitution
of the
values from Table 3 for the “isolated” DASP cation into eqn. (26) yields
ABE[(NnArls)

- - (Nr,,l~)]

= -- 8.18 + AZ’jjA’

(27)

TABLE 3
LOW-LYING CORE-HOLE EXCITATION ENERGIES, RELEVANT CROSS-COUPLING
MATRIX ELEMENTS AND INTENSITY RATIOS OF INTERESTa
DASP
NP$@)

DMDMAPP(Q)
NDM~S( D)

Ols(A)

DMDMAPP(A)

Nls( D)

Ols(A)

Nls( D)

2gi (eV)

1.898

3.932

3.036

3.471

2.129

4.472

2E:(eV)

3.709

5.653

5.284

5.773

4.617

7.940

2E”:(eV)

1.296

3.409

1.909

2.523

1.688

4.031

‘E”z(eV)

3.249

4.597

4.471

5.338

3.395

6.718

H:q3(eV)

-0.155

0.248

-0.011

0.127

-0.071

0.368

H$3(eV)

-0.120

0.254

-0.005

0.292

-0.063

0.336

‘I: l2Ze

zz:1210

0.261

0.040

0.247

0.150

0.243

0.051

0.066

0.027

(0.212)
0.196

0.023

0.071

0.094
(0.028)

a 2\ki’3(k) and 2\E$3(k) are, respectively, the one-electron HOMO + LUMO excitation
and the next lowest-lying excitation to the LUMO level having non-negligible intensity.
The slight amount of configuration interaction contained in the excitation energies of
Table 1 is neglected here. The values in parentheses were obtained from the adjusted
determinantal overlap as described in the text.
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4

RELATIVE BINDING ENERGY &‘I

Fig. 4. Theoretical DASP Nls core-hole spectrum at various levels of approximation: (a)
“uncorrelated” spectrum; the Np,,ls component is placed at the higher binding energy
to reflect the relative atomic charges on the nitrogen atoms (Table 2); (b) spectrum
obtained in accordance with the charge-potential model, assuming negligible counterion
contributions; and (c) spectrum obtained by including the counterion in the chargepotential model opposite the cation fragment of greatest positive charge.
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a
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I

2

3

4

5-

P ti,

Fig. 5. Contributions to molecular potential assuming indicated cation/anion. pairing
scheme. P is the counterion-Nmls
separation projected onto the molecular plane. P
can of course assume negative values, for which L?@,@) remains positive. In the case
that P> 5.0& AZ$@) becomes negative, thereby enhancing the (N+s)-(ND,&s)
splitting which is not observed experimentally.
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CH3

C”3

AROMATIC

C”3

‘WINOlD

Fig. 6. Aromatic and quinoid DMDMAPP molecular configurations
tronic properties of DPDEAPP and DPDEAPT.

used to model elec-

Neglect of the anion contributions
clearly results in a splitting greater than
the experimental
value by - 6.0eV (Fig. 4)! Figure 5 indicates, assuming
(a) an experimental
splitting of < 2.0eV, (b) interaction
with a single,
point charge, and (c) reasonable values of the cation-anion
separation,
that in order to achieve AZ$o N 6.0eV the anion must lie preferentially
adjacent to NPy . The close proximity
of Nr,, to the counterion
suggested
by Fig. 5 is not surprising, since 0.702e of the charge of the N-electron
closed-shell cation is localized on the acceptor fragment. Lu and co-workers
[43] have, in fact, confirmed such a preferential counterion bonding scheme
for DASP paired with I -.
The apparent
agreement
between
experiment
and the computations
implies a small or negligible intermolecular
orbital overlap between adjacent
DASP moieties, unlike the situation encountered
for condensed-phase
PNA
[ 141. The DASP molecular orbitals of interest (Fig. 2) appear well shielded
from such considerations,
owing to steric factors.
DPDEAPP and DPDEAPT
Figure 1 shows clearly resolved secondary features associated with the
narrow,
well-defined
Nls donor core-hole
emissions of DPDEAPP and
DPDEAPT (- 3.1 eV above the main peak, with I = 28% and 19%, respectively). Like DASP, the pyrylium
and thiapyrylium
fragments assume an
acceptor
character. As noted above, owing to computational
limitations
we performed N-electron and (2 -I- 1) calculations for the model compound
DMDMAPP assuming an “aromatic”
(A) and a “quinoid”
(Q) geometry
(Fig. 6) as a means of addressing the manifestations
of both acceptor and
donor
core-hole
ionization
in DPDEAPP and DPDEAPT.
The quinoid
configuration
was included in this study to reflect contributions
to the
solid-state
structure
such as determined
experimentally
for DPDEAPT/
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ClO, (BFJ by Dulmage and co-workers [44]. The N-electron ground- and
excited-state
properties
of DMDMAPP have been discussed in detail elsewhere [38]. Briefly, it is found that while the aromatic configuration
appears necessary to achieve HOMO/LUMO localization within the conventional D+ -Ar-Ascheme, as reflected by the magnitude of intramolecular
charge transfer given in Table 1, shake-up intensities (Table 2) arising from
the aromatic configuration
parallel those calculated for PNA and DASP;
ionization,
i.e., a large intensity is associated with the acceptor heteroatom
whereas a small or negligible intensity appears concomitant
with Nls donor
ionization.
This situation,
particularly
in regard to donor ionization,
is
clearly at odds with experiment (Fig. 1). The extended conjugation imparted
by the quinoid structure
(Fig. 7) yields low-energy Nls donor shake-up
excitations three times more intense than those obtained from the aromatic
geometry, and thus better approximates
experiment.
In addition, the shakeup excitation
energy 2i? i calculated for DMDMAPP(Q) appears in closer
accordance
with experiment
than the value extracted
from the localized
aromatic configuration
(28&,(k)
= 3.471eV versus 2&:fm*(h) = 4.472eV).

INITIAL STATE
(OUIN~IO)
N (IS) Z+I

Fig. 7. Schematic view from above molecular plane of initial and (2 -t- 1) ionized DMDMAPP(Q) HOMO and LUMO orbitals (eV). The orbital lobes are drawn proportional
to the LCAO coefficients.
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TABLE4
PORTION OF DETERMINANTAL
INTENSITIESOFDMDMAPP(Q)

n”H-2

97H-3

nH-3

0.974
0
0
0

nH-2
nH-l
=I-IOMO

OVERLAP

USED TO ADDRESS

h-1

0
0.850
0
-0.196

Nls SHAKE-UP

*HOMO

0
0
0.937
0

0
-0.481
0
-0.896

ffLUM0

0
0.058
0
-0.288

As in the case of DASP, for DMDMAPP(Q) the relatively strong 2 @: (Nls)
excitation gains intensity at the expense of ‘\ki(Nls)
through “secondary”
coupling terms in the determinantal
overlap--“ground-state
correlation”
contributions
(in the nomenclature
of Martin and Shirley [45] ), rather
than a single-orbital overlap factor which establishes the parentage. From
Table 4 the overlap appropriate for ’ \k i (k) excitation reduces to
<Df+‘(ii)]DN(x)>

= <j7n-2

I?$..i-2 ><%,J,&xmm

<%_oixn

-2 ><%n

>-

-2 ]q-r,*>

(28)

The first product gives - 0.245, whereas the second term enters with a
positive phase factor (+ 0.011) yielding <of + 1 (‘rr) l@‘(r)>
= - 0.234
Integration
over spin variables gives ‘1: = 0.109 compared to “1: 2: 0.165
obtained
assuming simple jiLuMo-xHoMo
overlap. Similar considerations
for 2 \k:(k) yield 21i z 0.073 from the contracted
determinantal
overlap,
compared
to “1: 3 0.007 obtained assuming only iiLUMo-xn _2 overlap.
This discrepancy
between the computed
spectrum and experiment
can be
rationalized
by noting the probable perturbations
induced by replacing the
2,6-methyl
groups of the model compound
by phenyl moieties to yield
a species more in accordance with that actually measured. It has been shown
[37] for model compounds that 2,6-diphenyl
substitution
of the pyrylium
cation yields orbitals with eigenvalues approximately
midway between those
of the ?~noMo and ?r, _2 levels. For the purposes of argument we assume
that such substitution
destabilizes the anoMo by 0.5eV, whereas q.r -2 is
stabilized
by this amount.
Furthermore,
assuming that the off-diagonal
elements
of the determinantal
overlap are inversely proportional
to the
orbital eigenvalue difference,
an adjusted (A) determinantal
overlap can be
generated from the initial value (I):
<iii

ITj>*

z

<ifi

ITj>

x

(Ae;/Aee)

where the diagonal elements
<iii/xi>*

5 <Qilri>r

are normalized

(29)
according

+ [<i7iI~j>~(1-Ae~/Ae~)]2

to
(30)
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Fig. 8. Comparison of experimental Nls core-hole spectrum of DPDEAPP with theoretical
DMDMAPP spectrum obtained using both quinoid adjusted and aromatic geometries,
and of experimental S2p core-hole spectrum of DPDEAPT with theoretical 01s spectrum
of DMDMAPP(Q) adjusted as described in the text.

Such an analysis serves to decrease the magnitude of the off-diagonal terms
enhancing ‘1: /210 at the expense of 21~/21,,. Intensity ratios obtained in
accordance
with these arguments are given in Table 3. The DMDMAPP(Q)
adjusted Nls core-hole spectrum is compared
with experiment
and with
the values obtained from the aromatic configuration
in the left-hand panel
of Fig. 8.
Comparisons
of the DPDEAPP and DPDEAPT acceptor ionizations with
computations
for DMDMAPP pose some difficulty. First, the 01s signal of
DPDEAPP is 3+4 times stronger than that anticipated on the basis of the
1:l oxygen:nitrogen
atomic ratio and the relative Scofield photoemission
cross-sections (o(Ols) = 2.85; o(Nls) = 1.78) [46]. Second, the 01s signal

__-*
_*-__-LIO(lS)
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RELATIVE INTENSITY

Fig. 9. Decomposition
of theoretical DMDMAPP(Q) 01s shake-up
ponents assumed to simulate the S2p spectrum of DPDEAPT.

spdctrum

into com-

arising
from DPDEAPP is similar in structure
(resolution),
intensity and
binding energy to the 01s spectrum of the thiapyrylium
analog, which has
no inherent oxygen component.
The 01s emissions in Fig. 1 are, therefore,
attributed
to oxygen contaminants.
Insight into the acceptor core-hole
ionization process can nevertheless be achieved by comparing the computation for 01s ionization of DMDMAPP with the experimental
S2p spectrum
of DPDEAPT, which apparently
does not suffer from contaminant
contributions. The S2p spectrum,
however, is a spin-orbit-split
doublet, AE
(S2~i,~,~,~) = 1.3eV [30], with relative photoemission
cross-sections
of
0(S2pr,~) = 0.590 and o(S2pyZ) = 1.155 [46]. The simulated S2p spectrum
is constructed
from the computations
for 01s ionization
of DMDMAPP
by first partitioning
the primary intensity into two independent
emissions
consistent
with the relative cross-sections
and separated by 1.3eV. Computed shake-up energies and intensities are then referenced
separately to
the parent components,
as shown in Fig. 9. The right-hand panel of Fig. 8
compares the constructed
S2p spectrum with experiment using the results
for the quinoid geometry. As indicated in Table 3, the shake-up intensity
derived from acceptor
ionization
does not appear to be sensitive to the
geometry changes considered.
As in the case of DASP, the relative orbital localizations (Fig. 7) inhibit
the acceptor core hole from strongly stabilizing, or the donor core hole
from destabilizing,
the shake-up excitation
relative to the corresponding
neutral-molecule
excitation.
Figure 1 and our analysis of the core-hole spectrum of DASP indicate
that the Nls donor binding energy of DASP is approximately
equal to
that of DPDEAPP and DPDEAPT.
This correspondence
and eqn. (26)
allow the relative intra- and inter-molecular
(counterion)
contributions
to Nls core-hole relaxation
arising from two dissimilar chemical environments to be expressed in a particularly
simple form. Substitution
of the
intramolecular
terms from Table 2 for donor ionization
of DASP, Nils,
and DMDMAPP(Q), Nj ls, into eqn. (26) yields
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ABEij

= - 3.60 + AZ:‘*’

(31)

Thus, in order to achieve the equivalence between the binding energies of
the Nls levels that is observed experimentally
(ABE,j 2 0), Fig. 5 indicates
that the counterion
must be in closer proximity
to the donor group of
DMDMAPP than in the case of DASP. This conclusion is consistent with
the findings of Dulmage and co-workers [44] which locate the DPDEAPT
counterion
approximately
midway between the thiapyrylium
and D+ -Ar
fragments,
and the results of Lu et al. [43] which confirm a distinctly
preferential pyridinium/counterion
pairing in DASP.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This study has demonstrated
that the broad/multipeak
heteroatomic
XPS
spectra of selected pyridinium, pyrylium and thiapyrylium
molecules in the
solid state can be elucidated in terms of selective electrostatic
counterion
bonding
and processes inherent
to core-hole
ionization.
The particular
systems addressed have been modeled in accordance
with the results of
CNDO/S-CI
equivalent-core
computations
and discussed within the framework of D+ -Ar-Aconfigurations,
with the pyridinium, pyrylium and thiapyrylium
moieties as the acceptors
and the dialkylamino
group as the
common
donor. Systematic
analysis of these systems has revealed both
similarities and significant differences with respect to previous work on the
widely studied D+ -AI-Asystem, p-nitroaniline.
In particular, it is concluded that for the systems described here shake-up
processes provide little screening of the core hole, leading to relatively
intense satellites well separated from the main peak. A “quinoid” character
or extended conjugation
between the pyrylium or thiapyrylium
fragments
and the remaining parts of the respective molecules is suggested, indicating
that a classification
of these systems in terms of D+ -ArAcharacter is
less well defined than in the case of the pyridinium compound,, where the
interacting
moieties are separated by an alternating single-double-single
bond linkage. In addition, the computations
have been shown to reflect
the significantly different counterion
pairing schemes observed experimentally for the pyridinium and thiapyrylium
(pyrylium) derivatives.
Finally, the finding that the computations
for the isolated cations, subject
to electrostatic
binding-energy
shifts due to the counterion, reflect the solidstate shake-up spectra supports our previous interpretation
of the differences
between the vapor- and condensed-phase
XPS spectra observed for p-nitroaniline; i.e., whereas the p-nitroaniline
orbitals of interest are well localized at
the extremities of the molecule so as to promote intermolecular
overlap, those
of the pyridinium, pyrylium and thiapyrylium
derivatives appear well shielded
from such considerations,
owing to steric factors.
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